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BOOK ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Wolfgang REISIG, Perrinetze (Springer-Verlag, Berlin-Heidelberg-New York, 1982) 157 pp. 
Einleitung. Kapirel I:EinfiihrendeEfeispieleundgrundlegende Definitionen. Beispieleaus verschiedenen 
Bereichen. Beispiele zur Schaltlogik und zu Betriebssystemen. Nichtsequentielle Programme. Ein 
Beispiel zur Systemanalyse. Einige grundlegende Definitionen. Zusammenfassung und Ausblick. 
Kapital2: Nerze aus Bedingungen und Ereignissen. Falle und Schritte. BedingungsIEreignis-Systeme. 
Zyklische und lebendige Systeme. Aquivalenz. Kontaktfreie B/E-Systeme. Fallgraphen. Kapirel 3: 
Prozesse auf BedingungslEreingnis-Systemen. Geordnete Mengen. Kausalnetze. Prozesse. 
Beschrankte Prozesse und ihre Komposition. Prozesse und Fallgraphen. Kapifel 4: Systemeigen- 
schaffen. Synchronieabstande. Einige numerische Eigenschaften von Synchronieabstanden. Syn- 
chronieabstande in sequentiellen Systemen. Synchronieabstande in zyklischen Systemen. Fakten. 
Kapirel 5: Netze aus SreIlen und Transitionen. S/T-Netze. Vektor- und Matrixdarstellung fur S/T- 
Netze. iiberdeckungsgraphen. Entscheidungsverfahren fur einige Netzeigenschaften. Lebendigkeit. 
Kapitel6: Nefz-Invarianten. S-Invarianten. Mit S-Invarianten iiberdeckte Netze. Beweis von System- 
eigenschaften mit S-Invarianten. Eigenschaften eines SenderIEmpflnger-Modells. Ein Platzbuchungs- 
system. Der Beweis von Fakten in B/E-Systemen mit Hilfe von S-Invarienten. T-Invarianten. Kapira/ 
7: Lebendigkeirsunrersuchungen spezieller Netzklasen. Markierte Netze, Deadlocks und Traps. Free 
Choice Netze. Synchronisationsgraphen. Kapiral 8: Priidikaf/Ereignis-Netze. Ein einfuhrendes 
Beispiel. P/E-Netze. Ein Organisationsschema fur verteilte Datenbanker. Fakten in P/E-Netzen. P/E- 
Netze in Normalform. Kapifaf 9: Refationennefze. Einfiihrende Beispiele. R-Netze. Die cbersetzung 
von P/E-Netzen in R-Netze. Das Rechnen mit Multirelationen. .Matrixdarstellung fur R-Setze. S- 
Invarianten fur R-Netze. Anwendungsbeispiel fur S-Invarianten: Der Beweis von Fakten. Schema fur 
Relationennetze. Anhang: Mathematische Begriffe und Bezeichnungen. Index. Quellen. 
Sang M. LEE, fntroducfion to Managemenf Science, The Dryden Press Series in Management (Holt, 
Rienhart and Winston, New York, 1983) 665 pp. 
Preface. Chapter 1. The role of managemenf science. What’s it all about? Management and decision 
making. Rationality in decision making. Management science and the systems approach. How mana- 
gers actually make decisions. The role of management science. Practical application of management 
science. Building a proper perspective. Summary. Chapfer 2. Modelling in managemenr science. 
Introduction to modeling. Management science modeling. Decision making environment. The process 
of management science modeling. Examples of management science models. Keeping a proper 
perspective about models. Chapter 3. Introduction to linear programming. Basic concepts of linear 
programming. Model formulation. Graphical solution method. Simple sensitivity analysis. Examples 
of real-world applications of linear programming. Summary. Chapter 4. Simplex method of linear 
programming. The simplex method. The simplex solution procedure. Simplex solution of a problem 
with mixed constraints. Simplex solution of a minimization problem. Some unique situations. 
Computer-based solution of linear programming. Summary. Chapter 5. Additionul topics of linear 
programming. Duality in linear programming. Dual simplex method. Sensitivity analysis. Integer 
programming. Other topics in advanced linear programming. Summary. Chupter 6. Goal 
programming. The concept of goal programming. Application areas of goal programming. llodel 
formulation. The graphical method of goal programming. The modified simplex method of goal 
programming. Some unique situations in goal programming. Real-world applications of goal pro- 
gramming. Computer-based analysis of goal programming. Summary. Chapter 7. The trunsporrurion 
problem. The nature of the transportation problem. The balanced transportation problem. The 
unbalanced transportation problem. Some unique situations. The transportation problem with mul- 
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tiple objectives. Real-world applications. Summary. Chapfer 8. The assignmenf problem. The nature 
of the assignment problem. The complete enumeration method. 4 linear programming model for the 
assignment problem. The transportation approach 20 the assignment problem. The Hungarian method 
of assignment. A maximization assignmenr problem. Some unique situations. The branch and bound 
approach. Summary. Chapter 9. Decision theory. Decision making under risk. Simple inventory prob- 
lems under risk. Incremental analysis. Decision making under uncertainty. Decision trees. Real-world 
applications. Summary. Chapter 10. Projecf planning with PERT and CPM. Characteristics of the 
project planning problem. Developing project networks. Identifying the critical path. CPM time and 
cost trade-offs. Estimating activity times in PERT. Applying computers to project planning. Real- 
world applications. Summary. Chapfer II. lnvenfory models. Characteristics of inventory systems. 
Basic inventory decisions. Economic order quantity (EOQ) model. Modifications in the EOQ model. 
Extensions of the EOQ model. The inventory model under uncertainty. Analytical vs. simulation 
approach. Material requirements planning (XIRP) and Kanban. Real-world applications. Summary. 
Chapter 12. Waiting line /queuing) models. The waiting line process. Waiting line decision problems. 
Assumptions for waiting line models. Waiting line models. Simulation or waiting line systems. Real- 
world applications. Summary. Chapfer 13. Dynamic programming. The basic nature of dynamic pro- 
gramming. The structure of dynamic programming. Probabilistic dynamic programming. Real-world 
applications. Summary. Chapter 14. Simulation. The nature of simulation. The process of simulation. 
Simulation of stochastic models. Generating random numbers. Optimization in simulation. Simula- 
tion languages. Applications of simulation. Real-world applications. Summary. Chapter IS. Imple- 
mentafion of managemenfscience. D velopment of management science. Problems in implementation. 
blanagement perspective of implementation. Implementation strategies. The future of management 
science. Summary. Appendices I-8. Inde~u. 
L.C.M. KALLENBERG, Linear programming and finife Markovian control problems, Mathematical 
Centre Tracts 148 (Mathematisch Centrum, Amsterdam, 1983) Z-t5 pp. 
Introduction. Chapfer 1. Linearprogmmming. Introduction and summary. Convex polyhedra. Opti- 
mality and duality. The simplex method. Chapfer2. Markov decision processes. Introduction and sum- 
mary. Markov decision models. Markov chains. Substochastic matrices. Existence of optimal policies. 
Chapter 3. Total reward criterion. Introduction and summary. Preliminaries. Optimal transient 
policies. Contracting dynamic programming. Positive dynamic programming. Negative dynamic pro- 
gramming. Chapter 4. Average reward criterion. Introduction and summary. Linear programming 
formulation. Relations between stationary policies and feasible solutions. Policy improvement and 
linear programming. The weak unichain case. The completely ergodic and the unichain case. Addi- 
tional constraints. Chapter 4. Bius optimal&v. Introduction and summary. Some theorems. Linear 
programming approach (general case). Linear programming approach (special cases). Chapter 6. Two- 
person zero-sum stochastic games in which one player controls the transition probabiliries. Introduction 
and summary. Total reward criterion. Average reward criterion. Chapfer 7. Semi-Markov decision 
processes. Introduction and summary. Discounted rewards. Undiscounted rewards. References. List 
of algorithms. Author index. Subject index. Symbol index. 
Niklaus WIRTH, Programming in MODULA-2, Texts and Monographs in Computer Science, edited by 
David Gries, 2nd corrected edition (Springer-Verlag. Berlin-Heidelberg-New York, 1983) 176 pp. 
Parr I: Introduction. A first example. A notation to describe syntax. Representation of Modula pro- 
grams. Statements and expressions. Control structures. Elementary data types. Constant and variable 
declarations, The data structure Array. Part 2: Pocedures. The concept of locality. Parameters. Func- 
tion procedures. Recursion. Parf 3: Type declarations. Enumeration types. Subrange types. Set types. 
Record types. Records with variant parts. Dynamic structures and pointers. Procedure types. Part 4: 
Modules. Definition and implementation parts. Program decomposition into modules. Local modules. 
Sequential input and output. Screen-oriented input and output. Part 5: Low-level facilities. Concur- 
rent processes and coroutines. Device handling, concurrency, and interrupts. Report on the Program- 
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ming Language Module-Z. Appendix I: The syntax of Modula-2. Appendix 2: The ASCII character 
set. 1nde.r. 
Paul A. JENSEN and J. Wesley BARNES, Network Flow Programming (Wiley, New York-Chichester- 
Brisbane-Toronto, 1980) 402 pp. 
Preface. Chapfer I: Nefwork Flow Models. Introduction. Relationships between Flow Programming 
Problems. Specializations of the Pure, Linear, Minimum Cost Flow Problem. The Network-with- 
Gains Model. A Preview of things to Come. Historical Perspective. Exercises. Chapter 2: Modeling 
Applicafions of Nefwork Programming. Introduction. Slack Node Parameters. The Pure, Linear, 
Minimum Cost Flow Problem - Example Applications. The Transport Problem - Example Applica- 
tions. The Assignment Problem - Example Applications. The Shortest Path Problem - Example 
Applications. The Maximum Flow Problem - Example Applications. Networks with Gains - Example 
Applications. Historical Perspective. Exercises. Chaprer 3: Forma/i,-afion of Nerwork Mode/s. Net- 
work Notation. Two Useful Transformations. The Algebraic Network Model. The Linear Program- 
ming Model for the Pure Minimum Cost Problem. Terminology from Graph Theory. The Expanded 
and Marginal Networks. Networks with Nonlinear Arc Costs. Solution Algorithms for the Pure Mini- 
mum Cost Flow Problem. Limitations of Network Flow Programming. Historical Perspective. Exer- 
cises. Chapter 4: Network Manipulafion Algorirhms. Computational Cost. Network Representations. 
Method of Algorithm Description. Reading and Storing the Network. Tree Representation. Equivalent 
Algorithms Using a Preorder Traversal List. Flow Manipulation Algorithms. Historical Perspective. 
Exercises. Chapter 5: The Shorfesr Path Problem. Introduction. Representation as a Minimum Cost 
Flow Problem. All Admissible Arc Costs Positive. Some Arc Costs Negative with No Negative Cycles. 
Negative Cycles. A Nonbasic Algorithm. A Dual Shortest Path Algorithm. Historical Perspective. 
Applied Exercises. Theoretical Exercises. Chapter 6: The Maximum Flow Problem. Problem State- 
ment. Physical Interpretation of the Dual. Theoretical Results. Basic and Nonbasic Algorithms. Flow 
Augmenting Algorithms. Historical Perspective. Applied Exercises. Theoretical Exercises. Chaprer 7: 
PureMinimum Cost F/ow Problems. The Maxflow Xlethod to Obtain a Primal Feasible Solution. The 
Artificial Arc Method to Obtain a Primal Feasible Solution. A Nonbasic Primal Algorithm. A Basic 
Primal Algorithm. A Dual Node Infeasible Algorithm. Historical Perspective. Exercises. Chaprer 8: 
The Ouf-of-Kilter Algorifhm. Network Model. Linear Programming Model. Kilter States. Flow 
Change. Potential Change. An Example Application of the OKA. Historical Perspective. E.xercises. 
Chapfer 9: Network Manipulation Algorithms for the Generalized Network. Introduction. The Net- 
work with Gains Model. Linear Programming Model. The Dual of the Linear Program. Representa- 
tion of Basis Networks. Flow for Generalized Networks. The Node Potentials. Historical Perspective. 
Exercises. Chapter IO: Generalized Minimum Cost Flow Problems. The Generalized Shortest Path 
Problem. All Arc Costs Positive - All Gains Less than or Equal to One. Negative Arc Costs - Arc 
Gains Greater than One. Dual Generalized Shortest Path Algorithm. Generalized Minimum Cost Flow 
Algorithms. The Flow Augmentation Approach. A Generalized Primal Minimum Cost Flow Algor- 
ithm. Historical Perspective. Exercises. Chapfer If: The Convex Minimum Cosf Flow Problem. Con- 
vex Cost Functions. The Character of Solutions. Physical Network Flow Problems. Cost Functions 
That Depend on Random Variables. Piecewise Linear Approximation. Implicit Piecewise Approxima- 
tion. Historical Perspective. Exercises. Chapfer I2: Concave Cosfs. Applications. Notation. Exhaustive 
Enumeration. Implicit Enumeration. Lower Bound. The Implicit Enumeration Algorithm. Esample. 
Historical Perspective. Exercises. References. Index. 
Alan G. KONHEIM, Crypfography, A primer, A Wiley-lnterscience Publication (Wiley, New York- 
Chichester-Brisbane-Toronto-Singapore, 1981) 432 pp. 
Preface. Parr I Foundafions ojcrypfography. Chaprer I: Infroducrion. The Problem. Nomenclature. 
The Ground Rules of Cryptanalysis. Side Information. The Tools of Cryptanalysis. Chapfer2: Secrecy 
Sysfems. Introduction. Alphabets. The Plaintext Source. Cryptographic Systems. Cryptanalysis by the 
Bayesian Opponent. The Bayesian Decision as n - m. Perfect Secrecy. Entrophy. The Plaintest 
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Source Entropy. The Variation of Equivocation with the Length of Intercepted Ciphertext. Random 
Cryptographic Systems. The Unicity Distance. Problems. Chaprer3: Monalphaberic Substifution. Per- 
mutations of n-Grams. Letter Substitutions. Substitution Systems. Examples of Plaintext. Caesar 
Substitution. Analysis of Caesar Substitution - I. The Operational Procedure. Analysis of Caesar 
Substitution - II. Mixed Standard Alphabets. Affine Caesar Substitution. General Monalphabetic 
Substitution. Two-Gram Substitutions: Playfair Encipherment. Cryptanalysis of CIPHER(2.2). N- 
Gram Substitution: Linear Algebra Over Z,. N-Gram Substitution: Hill Encipherment. 
Cryptanalysis of Hill Encipherment with Chosen Plaintext. Cryptanalysis of Hill Substitution with 
Corresponding Plaintext and Ciphertext. Problems. Chapfer 4: Polyalphabefic Swems. The One- 
Time System. Vigenere Encipherment. Analysis of the Vigenere System if the Period r Is Known. 
Generalized Vigenere Encipherment. The Phi Test. The Phi Reference Value for Monalphabetic 
Substitution. The Phi Reference Value for Polyalphabetic Substitution. Using @ to Estimate the Period 
r. The Incidence of Coincidence. Using K to Estimate the Period of a Polyalphabetic Substitution. Key 
Expansion. Key Differencing. The Cryptanalysis of CIPHER(l.4). Differences of Differenced Keys. 
The Cryptanalysis of Multiloop Vigenere with Unknown Periods. Coda. Problems. Chapter 5: Roror 
Systems. Rotors. Rotational Equivalence. Cryptanalysis with Corresponding Plantext and Ciphertext. 
Cryptanalysis with Ciphertext Only: N= 1. Cryptanalysis with Ciphertext Only: iN=2. The Enigma 
Machine. Properties of Enigma Encipherment. Cryptanalysis of the Enigma with Corresponding 
Plaintext. The Plugboard. Problems. Chapter 6: Block Ciphers and the Data Encryption Standard. 
Block Ciphers. Building Blocks of Block Ciphers. What Does Corresponding Plaintext Reveal about 
n? Block Cipher Systems. Generating SYM(Zz,y). Involutions. DES. Preliminary Assessment of 
DES. The Criticism of DES. The S- and P-Box Design Criteria. The Number of Iterations. The Key 
Length. Cryptanalysis of DES: The Ground Rules. Cycle Length. Correlation Between Output and 
Input Subblocks. The X’-Test. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test. Applying the X:-Test to Detect 
Dependence Between Output and Input. The Avalanche Effect. Dependence of Output on Input. 
Boolean Representation of DES. Power Systems. Time-Memory Trade-off. Chaining. Step 
Encipherment. Stream Encipherment. Problems. Purr II Applications of Cryprography. Chuprer 7: 
Key Munugement. Communications Security/File Security. Current Applications of Cryptography. 
Key hlanagement of an Information Processing System. Session Keys. Discussion and Critique. The 
Midnight Attack. Problems. Chuprer 8: Public Key Systems. Why Public Key Systems? Complexity 
Theory. Trap Door and One-Way Functions. A Public Key System Based on the Logarithm Problem. 
Adelman’s Analysis of the Logarithm Problem. A Public Key System Based on the Knapsack 
Problem. Critique of the Knapsack Problem as the Basis for a Public Key System. Best Rational 
Approximations. Review of Some Number Theory. The Rivest-Shamir-Adelman Encipherment 
System (RIl]. Critique and Discussion of the Rivest-Shamir-Adelman Public Key System. Berlekamp’s 
Solution of y2= a (module p). Solution of ~‘-a=0 (modulo m), where m =pq with p.q Known 
Primes. Rabin’s Equivalence Theorem. The Pitfalls of Complexity Theory in Cryptography. Prob- 
lems. Chapter 9: Digital Signatures and Authentications. The Problem. The Threats. What Does 
Transaction Verification Require? Authentication. Examples of Signatures. Handshaking. The Trans- 
action. Assumptions. Disputes. Settling a Dispute. The Rivest-Shamir-Adelman Signature System 
[RI]]. The Quadratic Residue Signature Scheme. The Trusted Authority. Hardware Assumptions. The 
Transaction. Treat Analysis. Cryptography Without Secrecy. Problems. Chupfer IO: File Securify. 
The Problem. The Design Pilosophy of IPS. Augmentation of DES by Chaining/Key Crunching. Key 
Selection and Key Cruching. Components of IPS. IPS and the IBM Cryptographic Products. Sum- 
mary. References. Appendix P. Probabilify Theory. Chance Experiments and Their Sample Spaces. 
Probability Distributions. Events. Random Variables. Distribution Functions. Moments. Examples of 
Probability Distributions. Independence. Conditional Probability and Dependence. Chebyshev’s In- 
equality. Limit Theorems: The Laws of Large Numbers. Limit Theorems: The Poisson Approximation 
to the Binomial Distribution. Limit Theorems: The Central Limit Theorem. Generating Functions. 
Appendix V. The Variance of @. Solutions to Selected Problems. Index. 
